
Abstract
A complete, high-resolution coastline of Antarctica, extracted
from an orthorectified mosaic of Radarsat-1 synthetic aper-
ture radar (SAR) images through a sequence of automated
image processing algorithms, is presented. A locally adaptive
thresholding method is used to segment the orthorectified SAR
images, while image-object formation and labeling, and edge-
tracing techniques are used to process the segmented images
into vector-based cartographic products of coastline, defined
here as the boundary between continental ice or rock expo-
sures and sea ice covered ocean. The absolute accuracy of
planimetric positioning of the resultant coastline is estimated
to better than 130 m, and its spatial resolution (25 m) is ade-
quate for supporting cartographic and scientific applications
at 1:50,000 scale. This radar-image-derived coastline gives an
accurate description of geometric shape and glaciological
characteristics of the Antarctic coasts and also provides a
precise benchmark for future change-detection studies.

Introduction
Coastline delineation is a prerequisite for the geographic de-
scription of the physical form of a continent. This seemingly
simple task was still unfinished for the Antarctic continent
until recently (Fox and Cooper, 1994). Some portions of the
Antarctic coast have never been accurately mapped, and other
portions have experienced dramatic changes in positions and
shapes since they were mapped. Information about geographic
position, orientation, and geometric shape of the Antarctic
coastline is essential for geographic exploration, and nautical
and aerial navigation. In addition, the area and volume of the
Antarctic Ice Sheet are intricately linked to global climate,
and changes in the shape and extent of the ice sheet may be
diagnostic indicators of changing climate (Mercer, 1978;
Williams and Hall, 1993). Constructing an accurate coastline
map is an important step toward establishing a baseline for
future change detection studies in order to understand the
response of the Antarctic Ice Sheet to climate change.

In this paper, we present a complete high-resolution
Antarctic coastline, which we define as the boundary between
the ocean and the continental ice sheet, including ice shelves
and coastal rock outcrops. The coastline is extracted from
1997 Radarsat-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image mosaic.
The mosaic is compiled from individual SAR image frames
that have undergone rigorous terrain correction, geocoding,
and radiometric correction and balancing, and therefore
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furnishes a planimetrically accurate image base for interpret-
ing and delineating coastline features. A chain of image pro-
cessing algorithms has been applied to the orthorectified im-
ages to automate the coastline extraction. The final coastline
products in ArcInfo vector line coverage format will be pro-
vided to the National Snow and Ice Data Center and to the
British Antarctic Survey for eventual distribution to the sci-
ence community. We believe that this highly accurate coast-
line will be useful for a wide range of cartographic and
scientific applications.

In the following sections, we will first give an overview of
the image data and summarize the techniques used to create
the orthorectified SAR image mosaic. Then we describe our au-
tomated coastline extraction algorithms. Next, the relative and
absolute accuracy of the extracted coastline is evaluated, and
the shape property of the coastline is also analyzed. In the
final section, we draw some conclusions.

Image Data Source and Methodology Overview
Antarctica is the coldest, windiest, and, on average, highest
continent on Earth. The size of Antarctica approximates the
areas of the United States and Mexico combined. The conti-
nent was first sighted in 1819, and the first landing was made
in 1821 (Larsgaard, 1993). The harsh climate, inaccessibility,
and long dark winters imposed serious difficulties and chal-
lenges on the conventional surveying and mapping tech-
niques. By the end of the Second World War, more than half
of the Antarctic coastline was still uncharted, and the interior
was largely blank (Larsgaard, 1993). At present, the larger-
scale maps (1:250,000 or larger) only cover portions of
Antarctica, including the Antarctic Peninsula, Transantarctic
Mountains, and parts of Dronning Maud Land and Marie Byrd
Land, while most parts of the continent remain poorly
mapped at 1:1,000,000 or smaller scale. Severe geolocation
errors of up to 30 km have been observed and reported in the
existing maps (Larsgaard, 1993; Williams et al., 1995; Jezek
et al., 2000).

Satellite remote sensing technology overcomes the obsta-
cles of surface travel and provides an efficient means for map-
ping the Antarctic continent. Optical satellite sensors,
especially AVHRR and Landsat, have been used extensively in
mapping and studying Antarctic continent since the late 1970s
(Swithinbank, 1988; Williams et al., 1995; Ferrigno et al.,
1996; Mullins et al., 1999). However, optical sensors are
affected by clouds, and images are often saturated due to the
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high albedo of snow for visible wavelengths. With abilities to
peer through clouds and to observe day and night, spaceborne
radar sensors provide ideal instruments for mapping the
Antarctic continent. In 1997, a major milestone was reached in
Antarctic mapping history when the entire Antarctic continent
was imaged over 30 days by the Canadian Radarasat-1 SAR sen-
sor during the first Antarctic Imaging Campaign (AIC-1), as a
part of the NASA pathfinder project-Radarsat Antarctic Map-
ping Project (RAMP). Based on the SAR images, a seamless
image mosaic has been produced at the Byrd Polar Research
Center of The Ohio State University (Jezek 1999). In 2000, the
entire Antarctic continent was imaged again by the Radarsat-1
SAR sensor during the second Antarctic Imaging Campaign
(AIC-2) (Jezek, 2002). The second SAR image mosaic is being
processed at the Byrd Polar Research Center.

Our present analysis is based on the radar image mosaic
compiled from data that were acquired by the Canadian satel-
lite Radarsat-1 using C-band (5.6-cm wavelength) SAR sensor
at a 25-m resolution from 09 September to 20 October, 1997
(Jezek, 1999). The imaging period was selected to minimize
complications associated with snowmelt conditions near the
margin of the Antarctic ice sheet. The coastal regions were im-
aged mainly using the standard beam 2 with a nominal inci-
dence angle (look angle) of 24� to 31�. During the mission,
Radarsat-1 was maneuvered in orbit to rotate the normally
right-looking SAR to a left-looking mode to image the interior
of the Antarctic for the first time. The combination of over
4000 SAR image frames collected over 30 days provides a near
instantaneous, high-resolution view of the entire Antarctic
continent and offshore ocean. Those images are ideal sources
for deriving a consistent, high-resolution coastline for
Antarctica.

Although radar imagery is not affected by clouds, there
are still some difficulties and problems associated with coast-
line detection and delineation (Lee and Jurkevich, 1990;
Mason and Davenport, 1996). Apart from the presence of
speckle, radar imagery contains inherent geometric and ter-
rain distortions due to its side-looking geometry. To attain the
geometric fidelity of the derived coastline, the SAR imagery
must be orthorectified to remove the severe geometric distor-
tions. To achieve a complete and consistent coastline cover-
age, it is also desirable to precisely geocode, radiometrically
balance, and then merge individual SAR images into a mosaic
prior to coastline extraction operations.

Under cloud-free weather conditions, optical satellite im-
agery with near-infrared bands commonly provides sufficient
contrast between land and water for delineating the coastline
(Ryan et al., 1991). However, the intensity contrast between
land and sea on a radar image is greatly dependent on wind
and sea ice conditions (Lee and Jurkevich, 1990; Mason and
Davenport, 1996). If there is little or no wind, the ocean
water appears clearly darker than the land in a radar image.
In the case of strong wind, the radar signal return from the
wind-roughened and wave-modulated water surfaces can
equal or exceed the return from a nearby land area, resulting
in an inadequate contrast for unambiguous separation be-
tween ocean water and landmass. In addition, radar signals
return from rock outcrops, dry snow, bare ice, and topogra-
phy-induced radar shadows may be similar to or even weaker
than those from ocean water. Furthermore, the presence of
sea ice and icebergs in the surrounding oceans of Antarctica
further complicates the automated coastline extraction. For
these reasons, most general-purpose edge detection and
image segmentation techniques are inadequate for the pur-
pose of automated coastline extraction (Lee and Jurkevich,
1990; Ryan et al., 1991; Mason and Davenport, 1996; Sohn
and Jezek, 1999).

In this research, we developed a comprehensive tech-
nique for maximizing automation of the coastline extraction

process. A functional block diagram of our coastline
extraction method is shown in Figure 1. As part of the
Radarsat Antarctic Mapping Project, the SAR images are or-
thorectified and mosaicked to remove geometric and terrain
distortions and to assign precise geographic coordinates to
image pixels. Then, a sequence of image processing algo-
rithms is applied to the orthorectified SAR mosaic to automate
the coastline extraction. These algorithms are organized to
perform three consecutive operations: preprocessing, segmen-
tation, and postprocessing. At the preprocessing stage, a Lee
filter and an anisotropic diffusion operator are used to sup-
press speckle noise and to enhance the coastline edges. At the
segmentation stage, a locally adaptive thresholding method is
used to segment the SAR images into homogeneous ice/land
and water regions, at which point the Levenberg-Marquardt
method is introduced to fit the bimodal Gaussain parameters,
and a Canny edge detector is used to refine the observed his-
togram and to estimate reliable initial values for the bimodal
Gaussian parameters. At the postprocessing stage, image-
object formation and labeling, removal of noisy image objects,
edge tracing, and vectorization algorithms are sequentially ap-
plied to the segmented images for extracting a vector repre-
sentation of coastlines. Within the ArcInfo GIS environment,
the sections of the coastline extracted from individual images
are further edited for possible errors and consistent orienta-
tion, and are merged into a single complete ArcInfo vector
line coverage.

Orthorectification of SAR Imagery
The geographic position and geometric shape of the derived
coastline are inherited from the SAR imagery. To obtain a
coastline with a precise location and reliable geometric shape,
the source SAR images need to be orthorectified and map
projected. Adhering to the recommendations of Scientific
Committee of Antarctic Research (SCAR), we choose the Polar
Stereographic projection as the standard map projection for
orthorectification, and consequently the derived coastline
products are also in the same projection. The key parameters
of this projection are listed in Table 1.

The processing procedure for orthorectification consists
of four major components: block bundle adjustment, terrain
correction and geocoding, radiometric correction and balanc-
ing, and mosaicking. These basic operations are performed
with the Radarsat Antarctic Mapping System (RAMS) devel-
oped by the Vexcel Corporation (Norikane et al., 1996).

Block Bundle Adjustment
Precise knowledge of the sensor position is crucial for associ-
ating image coordinates (pixel row and column number) to
absolute geographical locations on the ground (polar stereo-
graphic coordinates). Due to the uncertainty in the Radarsat
spacecraft ephemeris, the raw error for geolocating a ground
target is on the order of about 200 m (Jezek and Carsey, 1993).
In order to improve the geocoding accuracy, a block bundle
adjustment procedure is used to refine the satellite ephemeris
information. Each block consists of a group of satellite orbits
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TABLE 1. PARAMETERS FOR THE POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
IN ANTARCTICA

Parameters Values

Standard parallel 71�S latitude
Central meridian 0� longitude
Origin (0,0) South Pole
False Easting 0
False Northing 0
Unit Meter
Reference ellipsoid WGS84
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with approximately 150 to 200 SAR image frames. Recogniz-
able image features are selected over the overlap regions of
adjacent orbits as orbit-to-orbit tie points, which are used to
perform relative orientation (internal adjustment) of the image
frames from one orbit to other orbits in the block.

It was and still is very expensive and difficult to establish
stable geodetic control in Antarctica, due to the following
reasons: the harsh weather conditions, especially the frequent
and often enduring blizzards; the vast expanses of featureless
surface; limited rock exposure; and the constant motion of the
ice and snow. Fortunately, spaceborne mapping techniques
require far fewer ground control points (GCPs) than does con-
ventional aerial photography, owing to the large ground cover-
age of each satellite image frame, the relative stability and
predictability of the satellite orbit, and the block bundle ad-
justment technique. With the assistance of the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), about 230 GCPs with ac-
curacy on the order of about 25 m were acquired (Jezek, 2002).
These GCPs are mainly distributed along the coast where
scientific stations, rock outcrops, or nunataks (bedrock that
sticks above the surface of an ice sheet) exist (Figure 2). Prior
to the first Antarctic Imaging Campaign, a radar transponder
was deployed at the South Pole and geolocated using GPS
technology. The transponder was operated throughout the
mission as a geographic reference point for the Radarsat-1 SAR
sensor. Because the satellite observed the South Pole on each
orbit, the transponder provided good control for tying differ-
ent orbits together.

Following establishment of the GCPs and the radar
transponder, the absolute orientation (position and velocity
vectors) of the SAR sensor was adjusted for a group of orbits
that constitutes each block by simultaneously solving a group

of radar range and Doppler equations (Curlander et al., 1987;
Leberl, 1990; Kwok et al., 1990):

R(t) � �(S��(t) �� P��(t))•�(S��(t)��P��(t))� (1)

fD(t) � (V��S(t) � V��P(t))•(S��(t) � P��(t)) (2)

where S��(t) � (XS,YS,ZS) and V��S(t) � (X�S, Y�S, Z�S) are, respec-
tively, the position and velocity vectors of the sensor to be
refined; t is the time when the GCP is imaged; P��(t) � (X, Y, Z)
is the known position of a GCP in the 3D Cartesian coordinate
system; V��P(t) � (X�, Y�, Z� ) is the velocity vector of the GCP due
to the Earth’s rotation; R(t) is the slant range from the sensor
to the GCP; fD(t) is the Doppler frequency shift of the GCP; � is
radar wavelength; and the dot (•) denotes the inner product
of vectors.

After the above external adjustment, the refined sensor
position and velocity vectors at the GCPs are modeled by
a polynomial equation in terms of time t, and then re-
propagated and applied to each orbit, including the orbit
segments where no GCPs are available.

Terrain Correction with the Antarctic Digital Elevation Model
Due to the side-looking viewing geometry, geometric distor-
tions in SAR images are much more severe than in optical satel-
lite images. As a range device, the SAR sensor essentially mea-
sures the absolute distance (slant range) from the sensor to a
ground target. As a result, the features in the near range of the
resulting SAR image appear compressed relative to the far range,
which is known as slant-range scale distortion. Furthermore,
surface topography induces additional local terrain distortions,

2
—
�R(t)
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Figure 1. Data flow chart and image processing chain for Antarctic coastline extraction. Hexagons represent
input data, rectangles represent a processing step, and ovals represent the resulting data sets.
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including foreshortening, layover, and shadowing (Naraghi
et al., 1983; Leberl, 1990). The relief displacement toward the
radar antenna causes the foreshortening effect, namely, the
imaged terrain surface sloping toward the radar antenna (fores-
lope) appears shortened relative to those sloping away from the
radar (backslope). As shown in Figure 3, the radar relief dis-
placement dx in the range direction can be approximated by
the following equation (Leberl, 1990; Johnsen et al., 1995):

dx � ��
ta

h
n �
� (3)

where h is the height of position x above the WGS84 reference
ellipsoid, and � is the incidence angle of the radar beam at

position x. The average elevation of Antarctica is about
1950 m, which gives a range direction mislocation of about
3,700 m for a Radarsat-1 Standard Beam 2 image.

Based on a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM)
of Antarctica (Liu et al., 1999), we corrected terrain distor-
tions in the SAR imagery using the RAMS software package.
The elevation model was created by integrating cartographic
and remotely sensed data. The accuracy of the DEM is esti-
mated at about 100 to 130 m over the rugged mountainous
area, better than 2 m for the ice shelves, better than 15 m for
the interior ice sheet, and about 35 m for the steeper ice sheet
perimeter (Liu et al., 1999). Layover and radar shadows can-
not be corrected with a single SAR image. Instead, layover and
radar shadow masks are predicted based on the Antarctic digi-
tal elevation model, then are filled up by SAR images acquired
from different radar beams (with different incidence angles) or
look directions (ascending or descending orbit).

Radiometric Correction and Balancing
Radarsat-1 SAR image sources were radiometrically calibrated
at the Alaska SAR facility to relate the digital numbers (DNs) of
images to the radar backscattering coefficient �0, by applying
antenna pattern inversion, differential range attenuation cor-
rection, and absolute gain adjustment. Additional radiometric
correction was performed through RMPS to adjust the backscat-
ter for the effect that terrain has on the illuminated area. Sig-
nificant radiometric differences (in units of �0) exist between
adjacent image frames from different orbits. These arise from
several sources, including differences in incidence angles be-
tween adjacent frames, temporal variations in SAR backscatter,
and artifacts associated with the satellite on-board automatic
gain control. To remove and mitigate seams between adjacent
orbits, radiometric tie points were selected in the overlap
regions, and a least-squares error surface was calculated from
these tie points to balance the radiometry and feather the
seams (Kwok et al., 1990; Norikane et al., 1996). Figure 4
compares a portion of the SAR image mosaic before and after
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Figure 2. Locations of GCPs and radar transponder on the orthorectified
SAR image mosaic.

Figure 3. Terrain distortions in a SAR image.
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radiometric correction and balancing. Radiometric balancing
removes the seam lines, and, hence, avoids the complication
of differentiating the seam lines from the true coastlines in the
subsequent coastline extraction process.

Through the block bundle adjustment, terrain correction,
and radiometric correction and balancing, seamless image
blocks were created. A final, grand block adjustment was used
to register the individual blocks into a final mosaic product.
Similarly, a grand radiometric adjustment was applied to
remove residual seams between blocks. This resulted in a
complete, seamless orthorectified giant SAR image mosaic
(Figure 2). Comparison with the reserved checkpoints and GPS
data shows that the absolute geolocation accuracy of the SAR
image mosaic is about 50 to 100 meters. This precisely
geocoded and terrain corrected image mosaic warrants the
fidelity of the geometric shapes and the accuracy of the
absolute geographic position of the derived coastline.

Automated Coastline Extraction Algorithms
Because of the size of the resulting product, the SAR mosaic is
subsetted into separate image tiles. Each coastal image tile is
processed using an automated coastline extraction procedure
(Figure 1), which consists of three consecutive processing
stages: preprocessing, segmentation, and postprocessing. We
have implemented the algorithms using C programming
language.

Image Preprocessing with Lee Filter and Anisotropic 
Diffusion Operator
The preprocessing algorithms aim to suppress image noise
and speckle, and enhance coastline edge elements in the
images. Speckle is a grainy salt-and-pepper noise (random
bright and dark pixels) in radar imagery that is present due to
random constructive and destructive interference of coherent
radar waves. An edge-preserving filter, the Lee filter (Lee,
1986) with a 5 by 5 window, is applied to each image tile
for filtering radar speckle without blurring the coastline 
edges.

We also utilize an anisotropic diffusion algorithm
(Perona and Malik, 1990; Saint-Marc et al., 1991; Sohn and
Jezek, 1999), which is an efficient non-linear technique for

suppressing image noise and unwanted edges. Based on a
four-neighborhood window, the anisotropic diffusion operator
computes the diffused pixel value in an iterative fashion
using the following equation:

Ii,j
t�1 � It

i,j � �[ci�1,j�Ii�1,j � ci�1,j�Ii�1,j � ci,j�1�Ii,j�1 

� ci,j�1�Ii,j�1] (4)

where Ii,j
t�1 is the new value of the central pixel at the t � 1

iteration, It
i,j is the value of the central pixel at the t iteration,

� is the weight value, and �Ii,j is the four-neighbor gray-level
difference (gradients). The gradient �Ii,j is computed
between the central processing pixel and its four immediate
neighbors:

� . (5)

The above gradients are used to compute the directional diffu-
sion coefficients cm,n:

cm,n � ; (m�i�1,i,i�1; n�j�1,j,j�1; m�n)

(6)

where K is the gradient threshold. The edges with a gradient
higher than K are enhanced, while unimportant edges with a
weaker gradient than K are suppressed.

Through experiments, we determined that the following
parameter values are appropriate for our SAR image data: � �
0.25, K � 8, and iteration � 5. The anisotropic diffusion re-
tains and enhances strong edges (with a gradient greater
than 8) along the coastline while smoothing weak edges (with
a gradient smaller than 8) and interior intensity variations
inside the land and ocean masses (see Figures 6a and 6b).
This effectively reduces the noisy image objects and hence
false edges at the following image segmentation stage.

Image Segmentation with Locally Adaptive 
Thresholding Algorithm
The purpose of image segmentation is to separate a SAR image
into its constituent homogeneous image regions, which define
the boundaries between ice/land and ocean masses. In order
to reliably separate ice/land pixels from water pixels, we
developed a locally adaptive thresholding algorithm for image
segmentation.

For a small image region consisting of ice/land and water
pixels, intensity values tend to be grouped into two dominant
modes (lobes) with relatively distinct mean values. As shown
in Figure 5, the overall histogram generally exhibits a bimodal
shape, namely, two peaks and a valley. We assume that the bi-
modal distribution is a mixture of two Gaussian (normal) dis-
tribution functions. The probability density function p(x) of
the bimodal image region is modeled by Equation 7 with five
unknown parameters (Chow and Kaneko, 1972; Haverkamp
et al., 1995): i.e.,

p(x) � exp�� � � exp�� � (7)

where �1 and �2 are the mean values of two component nor-
mal distributions, �1 and �2 are the standard deviations about
the means, and p1 is the coefficient of the mixture, represent-
ing the theoretical fraction of area occupied by water (back-
ground) pixels in the image region.

(x��2)
2

�
2�2

2

1�p1�
�2���2

(x��1)
2

�
2�2

1

p1�
�2���1

1
��

1 � ����I
K
m,n�
�	

2

�Ii�1,j � Ii�1,j � Ii,j
�Ii,j�1 � Ii,j�1 � Ii,j
�Ii�1,j � Ii�1,j � Ii,j
�Ii,j�1 � Ii,j�1 � Ii,j
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Figure 4. Effect of radiometric correction and balancing.
(a) Before radiometric balancing. (b) After radiometric
balancing.

(a)

(b)
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We utilize the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Press et al.,
1992) for iteratively fitting the five parameters for non-linear
bimodal Gaussian curve given by Equation 7. To improve the
fitting quality and speed up the convergence of the iterative
process, the mixed (edge) pixels detected by the Canny edge
detector (Canny, 1986; Parker, 1997) are removed from the for-
mation of observed histogram, and the mixed (edge) pixels
and their immediate neighboring pixels along two sides are
used to calculate the initial estimates of bimodal Gaussian pa-
rameters (Liu and Jezek, 2004). For most image regions, the
convergence for the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm can be
achieved within four to seven iterations.

For an image region whose histogram has appreciable bi-
modality and passed the bimodality test (Chow and Kaneko,
1972, Liu and Jezek, 2004), the optimal threshold value T
(the valley point in the histogram) is analytically computed
based on the five Gaussian parameters. The optimal threshold
value T is so defined that all pixels with an intensity value
below T are considered water pixels and all pixels with an
intensity value above T are considered land pixels. The
probability of erroneously classifying a land pixel as a water
pixel is

E1(T ) � 
T

�	
exp�� � dx. (8)

Similarly, the probability of erroneously classifying a water
pixel as a land pixel is

E2(T ) � 
	

T
exp�� � dx. (9)

The overall probability of the classification error is

E(T ) � (1 � p1)E1(T ) � p1E2(T). (10)

The requirement for minimizing the probability of misclassifi-
cation is given by Equation 11:

� (1 � p1) � p1 � 0. (11)

Substituting Equations 8 and 9 into Equation 11 and applying
Liebnitz’s rule, we obtain

exp�� � � exp�� �. (12)
(T � �2)

2

��
2�2

2

p1
�
�2

(T � �1)
2

��
2�2

1

(1 � p1)
�

�1


E2(T )
�


T

E1(T )
�


T

E(T )
�


T

(x��1)
2

�
2�2

1

1
�
�2���1

(x��2)
2

�
2�2

2

1
�
�2���2

From Equation 12, we can derive the optimal threshold T:

T � (13)

where

A � �2
1 � �2

2,

B � 2��1�2
2 � �2�2

1	, and

C � �2
1 �2

2 � �2
2 �2

1 � 2�2
1�2

2 ln .

One of two possible solutions for T can trivially be dropped
by checking the condition �1 � T � �2.

In our analysis, a predefined portion (an image tile) of the
SAR image is divided into an array of overlapping image
blocks. There is a 50 percent overlap between adjacent image
blocks. Image blocks that have a high intensity variance value
are selected for fitting a bimodal Gaussian curve and deter-
mining the optimal threshold. The processing of the selected
image blocks results in a set of irregularly distributed thresh-
olds. For uniform blocks with a small intensity variance, their
local threshold values are determined by an inverse distance
weighted (IDW) interpolation method (Liu and Jezek, 2004).
Subsequently, we segment the entire image into a binary
image, consisting of land and water pixels. Those with an
intensity value below their local threshold are flagged as
water pixels, and others with an intensity value above their
local threshold are designated as land pixels.

The relative positional accuracy of the extracted coastline
depends on the performance of the image segmentation algo-
rithm, which in turn depends upon the reliability and correct-
ness of the local threshold. Because our thresholding method
sets the threshold value dynamically according to the local
image statistical properties, a good separation between the
ice/land and ocean water is achieved (Figure 6). If a single
global threshold were used for the entire image to determine
the ice/land and water boundaries, some local coastline
edges would have remained undetected due to the hetero-
geneity of the intensity contrast, causing the discontinuity of
coastline edges in low contrast areas and inconsistency of
coastline edge position between high contrast and low
contrast areas.

Postprocessing of Segmented Images
After segmentation, image pixels are classified into two cate-
gories: ice/land (object) and water (background) pixels. In
order to correct misclassifications, to differentiate the coast-
line edges from other object edges, and to vectorize the raster-
based coastline edge pixels, several postprocessing algorithms
are applied to the segmented images.

In the segmented image, an image region formed by a set
of spatially connected ice/land pixels is presumed to define a
homogeneous mass. Similarly, a region formed by connected
water pixels is expected to define a homogeneous ocean mass.
However, misclassifications are present due to the complexity
of the received radar signal. For example, fast ice, new and
first year sea ice, and icebergs in the ocean are often misclassi-
fied as glacier ice pixels. Rock outcrops, dry snow, refrozen
lakes, and radar shadows in high relief areas tend to be classi-
fied as water pixels. The primary characteristic of these mis-
classified pixels is that the areal size of the image region
formed by these misclassified pixels is significantly smaller
than that of true ice/land or ocean image regions. This charac-
teristic is utilized in the post processing to correct the mis-
classification.

�2p1
��
�1(1 � p1)

�B � �B2 � 4�AC����
2A
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Figure 5. Bimodal shape of histogram and five-parameter
Gaussian curve fitting.
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Figure 6. Image segmentation and post-processing. (a) Input SAR image. (b) SAR image after applying Lee filter and anisotropic
diffusion. (c) Segmented image by the locally adaptive thresholding algorithm. (d) Removal of small noisy water image objects.
(e) Removal of small noisy land image objects. (f) Extracted vector coastline.

(a) (c)

(e) (f)(d)

(b)

The postprocessing procedure goes as follows. First, indi-
vidual water regions (connected water pixels) are identified to
form water objects by a recursive “grassfire” algorithm (Liu
and Jezek, 2004). Each image object is labeled with an identifi-
cation number, and its areal size is also calculated during the
image object formation and labeling process. With a user spec-
ified areal threshold, small water objects corresponding to
rock outcrops, dry snow zones, frozen lakes, and radar shad-
ows are removed by changing them into ice/land pixels (Fig-
ure 6d). In the second pass of processing, individual ice/land
objects are identified and labeled using the same algorithm.
Relatively small ice/land objects corresponding to sea ice,
icebergs, and small islands are removed by changing them
into water pixels. After two passes of selective removal of
small, isolated, and noisy image objects, only large continu-

ous ice/land and ocean image objects are left, which define
the true ice/land and water boundary (Figure 6e).

The ice/land pixels immediately adjacent to the ocean
water pixels are delineated by a 3 by 3 neighborhood operator
as the coastline edge pixels. Then, the extracted coastline pix-
els are traced using a robust recursive edge-tracing algorithm
(Liu and Jezek, 2004). Their coordinates are recorded into a
vector-based ArcInfo Ungenerate file, which is loaded into
ArcInfo software to generate a vector coverage of the coastline
(Figure 6f).

Editing and Merging Coastline Segments
By applying the above sequence of image processing algo-
rithms, the coastline is automatically extracted from each
image tile. Despite its overall accuracy, some delineation
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errors were detected during the batch processing of image
tiles. One type of error occurs in extensive fast ice (sea ice
welded to either the coastal ice sheet or rock). Here, the
backscatter difference between glacier ice and fast ice is
smaller than the contrast between ocean and fast ice. The
other error occurs when rock outcrops or dry snow are adja-
cent to smooth ocean water, resulting in artificial inlets or
false openings over the rock outcrops or dry snow region.
These errors are sporadic and infrequent, and can easily be
fixed in the ArcInfo GIS environment by using graphical edit-
ing tools (ArcEdit). By draping the extracted coastline on the
top of the orthorectified SAR images, for instance, incorrect
coastline segments for the fast sea ice can be deleted, and new
ones can be inserted to close the artificial inlets.

The coastline derived from each image tile was further
edited to make all constituent line segments (arcs) be oriented
in the counterclockwise direction by flipping the line seg-
ments in a clockwise direction in the ArcInfo GIS environ-
ment. This facilitates the operations of creating inland buffer
zones along the coastline by expanding a certain distance in
the left direction and creating seaward buffer zones along the
coastline by expanding a certain distance in the right direc-
tion. For example, by expanding a distance of 5 km in the left
direction, we can create a 5-km coastal zone of the Antarctic
continent.

Successive Extraction of Coastline at Two Spatial Resolutions
Our coastline extraction work was performed successively at
two spatial resolutions: 100 m and 25 m. First, a series of
image tiles was subsetted from the seamless orthorectified
SAR image mosaic at a 100-m pixel size along the narrow strip
of coastal region. Each image frame has 4096 by 4096 pixels
and covers a 409.6-km by 409.6-km ground area, with an
overlap of 20 km between adjacent tiles. For the segmenta-
tion operation, each image frame was divided into an array of
overlapping image blocks, each with 32 by 32 pixels, for
determining local threshold values. The vector coastline seg-
ments extracted from each image tile were merged into a
complete coastline coverage at a 100-m resolution in the
ArcInfo GIS environment by using graphical editing tools
(ArcEdit).

To obtain the most accurate estimate of the coastline, the
second series of image tiles was extracted from the SAR image
mosaic at the original resolution of 25 m. Each image tile was
then clipped using a 20-km buffer zone along the coastline gen-
erated from the 100-m-resolution SAR image tiles. Clipping the
image tile aims at reducing image data volume and correspond-
ing computational cost. When processing the 25-m-resolution
SAR images, we used the coastline detected from the 100-m SAR
images as initial seeds for the image segmentation. The size
of the image blocks for bimodal Gaussian curve fitting was
expanded to 51 by 51 pixels. Other aspects of the algorithms
are similar to those used for processing the 100-m image tiles.
The final result is an ArcInfo vector line coverage at a 25-m
resolution, which includes the coastlines for the conterminous
Antarctic continent and surrounding islands (Figure 7).

Analysis of Antarctic Coastline
The primary component of Antarctic continent is the ice
sheet, which is a large mass of glacial ice grounded on the
bedrock. The ice sheet deforms and moves with gravity. A
ring of flat-topped ice shelves is attached to the ice sheet
along one side and floats on continental shelf seas (Figure 2).
As noted above, we define the Antarctic coastline as the
boundary between ocean and the continental ice sheet,
including coastal rock outcrops and ice shelves. It should be
noted that our coastline is specific to the September/October
1997 epoch. This is important because Antarctica is one of the

few places on Earth where the coastline (ice margin) can
change by tens and even hundreds of kilometers in just a few
weeks (Scambos et al., 2000).

Resolution, Scale, and Information Content
The relative planimetric fidelity of our SAR-derived coastline
is assessed based on a visual comparison between the ex-
tracted coastlines and the orthorectified SAR images. By
superimposing the extracted coastline on the SAR image
mosaic, we carefully inspected all coastline segments with
graphical zoom-in, zoom-out, and pan tools in the ArcInfo GIS.
The visual examination showed that the extracted coastline
closely matched the visual interpretation of the SAR images.
The average relative accuracy of coastline position is down to
one pixel, namely, within 25 m for the 25-m-resolution coast-
line coverage. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, subtle coastal
features, such as small inlets, headlands, and ice tongues, are
accurately delineated. To gain an appreciation of the improve-
ment level over previous efforts, our coastline is compared
with the best available digital Antarctic coastline in the
Antarctic Digital Database (ADD), which was compiled by the
British Antarctic Survey by digitizing a variety of published
medium-scale and small-scale maps from many countries
(BAS, 1998). The scale of ADD coastline maps ranges from
1:250,000 to 1:1,000,000. The maps at 1:250,000 scale only
cover a small portion of the Antarctic coast (mainly over the
Antarctic Peninsula and Transantarctic Mountains), and most
parts of the Antarctic coastline in the ADD are at a scale of
1:1,000,000. Even compared with the most detailed coastline
(1:250,000 scale) in the ADD, our coastline represents a dra-
matic enhancement in terms of resolution, position, and con-
sistency (Figure 8).

According to the sampling theorem, a 25-m-resolution
coastline map is able to detect 50-m or larger coastal features
such as inlets, peninsula, and ice tongues. The smallest physi-
cal mark that a cartographer can accurately draw on a map is
about 0.5 mm (Tobler, 1988), which provides a limit to the
smallest features or distance that can be recorded true to scale
on a map. Because the 25-m-resolution cell corresponds to
0.5 mm on a 1:50,000-scale map, our coastline derived from
25-m-resolution SAR imagery meets a conventional mapping
standard at 1:50,000 scale (Tobler, 1988).

Absolute Accuracy of Planimetric Position
A further problem is whether the “visually correct” coastline
derived from the SAR images is geodetically accurate. The
absolute positional accuracy of the coastline not only depends
on our coastline extraction algorithms but also on the accu-
racy of the geolocation of the source SAR images. As stated
earlier, the absolute geolocation accuracy of SAR image pixels
after rigorous orthorectification was estimated at about 50 to
100 m for the SAR image mosaic. This represents the expected
average positional accuracy of our coastline product. To
validate this expectation, the accuracy of our coastline was
assessed by comparing with other independent data sources
of higher order. First, several portions of the SAR-derived
coastline were compared with those digitized from large-scale
(1:5,000 to 1:25,000) topographic maps provided by the
Australian Antarctic Division (Lee Belbin and Ursula Ryan,
personal communication). Figure 9 shows a small section of
these comparisons. The shape of our coastline is consistent
with the large-scale topographic map. To quantify the absolute
accuracy, we carefully compared 400.4 km of SAR-derived
coastline with the coastline in a 1:25,000-scale topographic
map of the Vestfold Hills in East Antarctica. This region is
dominated by rock outcrops, and therefore the change of the
coastline position is minimal. We sampled 7816 points on the
SAR-image-derived coastline and computed their distances to
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the corresponding positions on the topographic map coast-
line. The mean of the distances is 28.2 m, and the RMSE (root-
mean-squared error) is estimated to be 46 m based on the fol-
lowing formula:

RMSE ��� (14)

where di is the distance between the SAR-derived coastline
and the coastline from the large-scale topographic map at
the sample point i, and N is the total number of sampling
points.

In addition, our coastline was compared with an or-
thorectified panchromatic SPOT image in the Dry Valley re-
gion. The SPOT image was acquired in 1989 by a pushbroom
sensor with a near vertical imaging geometry, and it was pre-
cisely geocoded at the USGS. Due to the high spatial resolution
(10 m) and the use of many GPS-measured GCPs, the geoloca-
tion accuracy of the SPOT image is estimated to be about 10 m
(Jean-Claude M. Thomas at the USGS, personal communica-
tion). As shown in Figure 10, ice-free rocks dominate the
coast of this region. Because the margin of the Ferrar Glacier
tongue experienced dynamic change from 1989 through 1997,
we conducted the comparison without consideration of this
portion of the coastline. With 1478 sampling points along the
52.5-km rock coastline, the mean of the positional differences
between the SAR-derived coastline and the SPOT-image-
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Figure 7. Coastlines of the conterminous Antarctic continent and surrounding islands derived
from the 1997 SAR image mosaic.

Figure 8. Comparison of the Radarsat SAR-derived
coastline with the best available Antarctic coastline
(1:250,000 scale) in the Antarctic Digital Database.
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derived coastline was estimated to be 105.4 m, and the RMSE
to be 126.6 m.

Complexity and Shape Property of the Antarctic Coastline
The digital coastline can be used to precisely measure the
coastline length and extent of the Antarctic ice sheet (Fox
and Cooper, 1994). The length of coastline for the contermi-
nous Antarctic continent is 39,849 km measured from 100-m
resolution coastline coverage, and 43,449 km measured from
25-m resolution coastline coverage. The difference between
the 100-m and 25-m versions reflects the measurement scale
issue that a more detailed map captures more coastal details
and hence results in a longer coastline. Our estimate com-
pares with a value of 36,736 km reported by Fox and Cooper
based on the 1:1,000,000-scale Antarctic Digital Database
(ADD) coastline. To obtain a reliable areal size, the coastline of
the conterminous Antarctic continent was projected into the
Lambert Azimuth Equal Area map projection. The total area of
the Antarctic continent was estimated to be 13,855,857 km2

from the 100-m resolution coastline map, and 13,855,983 km2

from the 25-m resolution coastline map (Table 2). This com-
pares with Fox and Cooper’s result of 13,949,000 km2.

We analyzed the inherent irregularity and complexity of
the Antarctic coastline using the concept of fractal dimension
(Mandelbrot, 1967). A straight line will have a fractal dimen-
sion of 1. The more irregular the coastline, the greater the frac-
tal dimension. Highly curved irregular lines will have a fractal
dimension close to 2. A walking-divider algorithm (Lam and
De Cola, 1993) was used to calculate the fractal dimensions
for different parts of the Antarctic coast.

As shown in Table 3, the degree of irregularity of the
coastline varies. Differences in the fractal dimension highlight
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Figure 9. Evaluation of the Radarsat SAR-derived coast-
lines with reference to a large-scale topographic map
(1:25,000).

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Evaluation of the Radarsat SAR-derived coastline with reference to an orthorectified panchromatic SPOT image (10-m
resolution). (a) Draped on the SPOT image. (b) Draped on the SAR image.
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the differences in the shape and morphology of the coastline,
which in turn reveals the differences in the glaciological and
ocean processes acting on the different sections of the Antarc-
tic coast. Coastlines along the Antarctic Peninsula and Victo-
ria Land have the highest fractal dimension, because Alpine
(mountain) glacial processes dominate these regions. The
coastal regions of Marie Byrd Land, Queen Maud Land,
Wilkes Land, and Enderby Land are dominated by small ice
shelves or grounded ice sheets, and their coastlines have a
moderate fractal dimension. The large ice shelves, including
the Ronne Ice Shelf, Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, Amery Ice
Shelf, and Larsen Ice Shelf, are fed by large and fast ice
streams, and their margins (coastlines) are relatively smooth
and have no obvious fractal properties.

Conclusions and Future Work
Mapping the Antarctic with the conventional aerial photogra-
phy method is extremely difficult and costly, due to its remote
location, snow and ice covered surface, extremely cold and
windy weather condition, and lack of sufficient established ge-
odetic control. Until recently, the Antarctic continent remained
poorly charted. Satellite remote sensing technology, especially
spaceborne imaging radar, provides an efficient means for map-
ping the Antarctic. The SAR images acquired by Radarsat-1 in
1997 constitute a near instantaneous, high-resolution view of
the entire continent and its offshore ocean, which provides an
ideal image source for mapping the Antarctic coastline.

In this research, we developed a comprehensive technique
for mapping the Antarctic coastline with satellite radar im-
agery. Our automated method significantly removed the bur-
den of conventional manual delineation methods. Successful
batch processing of a large volume of radar image data demon-
strates that our method is effective, robust, and efficient. Our
final product is a complete vector map of the Antarctic coast-
line in ArcInfo line coverage format. It has a spatial resolu-
tion of 25 m and meets the standard of the conventional
1:50,000-scale map. Our coastline products are presented in
the Polar Stereographic map projection referenced to the WGS84

ellipsoid, which can readily be incorporated into a GIS for sup-
porting a variety of cartographic and scientific applications.

We demonstrated that our coastline captures the unprece-
dented detail of the Antarctic coastal features. The average
relative precision of our coastline is about one pixel, which is
extremely difficult to be achieved by the human “on-screen”
digitization method. In comparison with independent data
sources of higher order, we found that the absolute accuracy
of planimetric position of our coastlines may vary from region
to region. But the overall accuracy is better than 130 m. We
believe that our products represent the most detailed and ac-
curate digital description about the geographic position and
geometric shape of the Antarctic coasts published to date.

Our coastline is a nearly instantaneous snapshot of the
Antarctic ice sheet margin in 1997, and can serve as a reliable
and consistent benchmark for future change-detection studies.
In 2000, the entire Antarctic continent was imaged again by
the radarsat-1 SAR sensor, and the resulting SAR images are
being processed for orthorectification at Byrd Polar Research
Center. Our coastline extraction method will be used to extract
the 2000 Antarctic coastline. In addition, Kim et al. (2001)
have produced an image mosaic based on the Declassified
Intelligence Satellite Photographs (DISP) collected in the
1960s. Sequential mapping of ice sheet margins provides
a simple and direct method for measuring the extent and
velocity of ice sheet advance or retreat in the Antarctic coasts
that have occurred over the past four decades.
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